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It provides different levels of information about the CPU and motherboard temperatures, and more.
You can increase the size of the window from preselected values. You can disable unwanted features

of PCpTray Torrent Download There are also several other functions you can use. Advanced User
Features: You can turn off the desktop notification and backlight using CPU or motherboard sensor.

You can check all sensors at any time, in addition to the already displayed. You can assign 'high'
sensor on the desktop or motherboard. Change to the name of the sensor you want to see. You can
change the mouse cursor shape. You can assign a theme. You can change the cursor for the mouse

while the window is minimized. You can change the cursor for the mouse while the window is
maximized. You can change the cursor for the mouse while the window is restored. Screenshots of
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PCpTray is a lightweight and useful utility designed to be an add-on for Asus PC Probe v2.2.x. This
add-on is able to provide users with information regarding the current CPU and motherboard

temperature in the system tray. Notice: - When PCpTray is installed, on the main menu, next to the
3Dcrawler icon, PCpTray is shown. - PCpTray is able to detect temperatures of CPU, GPU and

motherboard without increasing the system load as the detection is made using idle resources on
the system. - When temperatures are detected, a notification bubble showing the CPU, GPU and

motherboard temperatures is shown. - PCpTray is a freeware utility. However, users need to agree to
the following disclaimer. - You are not held responsible for any damage to your hardware or system
caused by the use of this add-on. - PCpTray uses the Asus PC-Probe API, please visit the following

website for more information: - PCpTray is written in C++ for Windows. - For more information about
this add-on, kindly visit www.asuspcprobe.org. - This add-on is a fan-speed control tool for fans

connected to the Asrock chipset. - More information about Fan-speed control tools can be found on
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ASUS Homepage: Asrock/ - This add-on does not utilize hardware resources. Therefore, it should not
cause problems when running in RAM partitions. For additional inquiries or for support, refer to this

website: - This add-on requires Windows XP or higher. - To uninstall the add-on, please delete it from
the add-on list. Installation: Double-click on the downloaded file named

AsusPCProbe_x86_CAPI_v2_2.x.x.x.dll. If you are using PCpTray for the first time, you will be
presented with the following window: On the left hand side, select "Install". On the right side, select

"Browse". Choose "C:\ AsusPCProbe_x86_CAPI_v2_2.x. b7e8fdf5c8
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* CPU & M/B Temp is displayed at the system tray * The CPU and M/B temp can be scaled with a
'pretty format' * The CPU and M/B temperature can be manually fixed/changed * System info is
displayed to the system tray. * You can setup pre-selected Infos from 3 surveys. NOTE: Your Asus PC
Probe v2.x.x must be installed. Features: * CPU and M/B Temp * Automatic scaling * Pretty
formatting * System info * 3 preset options PCpTray Release Notes: v 1.7.5: - Bugfix for v1.7.4, the
issue about "Temp & Stats" and the XMP Power Control option is fixed. v 1.7.3: - Other bugs are
fixed. v 1.7.2: - Fixed issue that “Temp and Stats” does not display right after reboot v 1.7.1: - Fixed
an issue that the XMP Power Control doesn't work after reboot - Other bug fixes Probe Pioneer
releases new version Macedonia (SK) 13/02/2015 The latest firmware version is 5.3.0. After installing
this firmware you can update the hardware and you will enjoy all new features and enhancements.
Macedonia (SK) 11/02/2015 One year after the launch of a new version we will introduce our new
version 5.3.0 and after upgrading the hardware, you will experience the improvements and new
features of this firmware. Macedonia (SK) 10/02/2015 One year after the launch of new version, we
have prepared our new firmware. With version 5.3.0, the hardware is upgraded and you will
experience many new features and enhancements. Macedonia (SK) 09/02/2015 Asus Probe Pioneer
has released a new firmware version. This new version is launched to improve the hardware's
performance and user experience. It is possible that some of you may experience some problems
after updating to the latest firmware. To avoid these issues, we strongly recommend that you fully
remove the previous firmware from your hardware to avoid any problems. Macedonia (SK)
26/01/2015 One of the greatest challenges in the world of IT is to make the perfect hardware
configuration. After

What's New in the PCpTray?

This add-on will display information regarding the current CPU and motherboard temperature. It
provides a small icon to the system tray, and when this icon is clicked, a small window appears,
revealing data regarding the current CPU temperature. The window contents are updated in real-
time, so you can see the current CPU temperature at any time, or use the button to close the window
or minimize it. Also available are buttons to display the fan speed and fan direction. Microsoft
Windows® XP, Vista or 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) Windows® 2000, Windows® 2003, Windows® 2008 R2,
Windows® 8, Windows® 8.1 and Windows® 10 (32-bit or 64-bit) Microsoft® XP, Vista or 7 (32-bit or
64-bit) Free to use but all offers have conditions Microsoft Windows® XP, Vista or 7 (32-bit or 64-bit)
1.4.11 Description: PCpTray is a lightweight and useful utility designed to be an add-on for Asus PC
Probe v2.2.x. This add-on is able to provide users with information regarding the current CPU and
motherboard temperature in the system tray. PCpTray Description: This add-on will display
information regarding the current CPU and motherboard temperature. It provides a small icon to the
system tray, and when this icon is clicked, a small window appears, revealing data regarding the
current CPU temperature. The window contents are updated in real-time, so you can see the current
CPU temperature at any time, or use the button to close the window or minimize it. Also available
are buttons to display the fan speed and fan direction. Other Requirements: Microsoft Windows® XP,
Vista or 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) Microsoft® XP, Vista or 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) Pcpsat WL-SAT2, allows to use
your smartphone as a receiver Microsoft Windows® XP, Vista or 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) 1.4.4 Description:
Pcpsat WL-SAT2, allows to use your smartphone as a receiver Microsoft Windows® XP, Vista or 7
(32-bit or 64-bit) Description: WhatsApp Audio Downloader App is an Audio player
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System Requirements:

Downloadable file, Installation size: 7 MB Must be linked to Microsoft Store, for enabling benefits No
AVT System requirements:No HLA System requirements: No! You have a player, but do not have the
minimum requirements to use the functions and features of this player. If you do not meet the
requirements, you will not be able to use this player in the app. You will see a message with this
information. The minimum required games are as follows: Smartphone:
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